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The café experience everything
from the napkins used to the
cleanliness of your bathroom.
However, I’d argue that the
largest component of this is the
look of the interior ...

It’s

differences
that

make

the

Difference
Science tells us there are two sides to the brain. There’s the
left side, which is more rational, and then there’s the right,
which is more emotional . You can imagine a constant
internal dialogue, like a parent and child squabbling – don’t
do that/but I feel like it – until one side wins.

W

hen consumers make decisions
these two sides work together
to determine whether they walk
on by or put a foot in the door.
When they compare your café
to the one on the other side of the road, they’re
assessing the differences between them and while
I don’t know who said it first, “it’s the differences
that make the difference”. These differences can
be both rational and emotional.
Let me give you an example. When the iPhone
first came out, it was considered pretty innovative.
It had a whole host of novel functions, apps (that
make life easier for the one minute you use them)
and a touch screen. From a rational perspective,
it was easier to use and could do a whole lot
more than that dusty old Nokia. But even now, as
most of the other mobile phone companies have
caught up, consumers continue to choose the
iPhone. Why is this? It comes down to emotions.
With its sleek design and slick Apple branding,
the iPhone feels cooler and what’s more it’s a
brand people trust.
The Apple iPhone provided consumers with
both emotional and rational differences and that’s
why it was such a big category changer. Similarly,
a really great café needs to have the right rational
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Experience: The café experience incorporates
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Essentially, by understanding your customers and

What does this achieve? It means Zappos’ staff
and emotional differences to attract the right
target market.
This article will discuss aspects of your business
that might provide rational differences for the
consumer and then some emotional differences.
As you’ll see, the two can’t be so easily demarcated but that’s why it’s so important to get them
both right.
Place: The location of your café can be pivotal
to its success. Being conveniently positioned on
a well-trodden commuter route or on the side of
the street that gets the morning sun can’t help
but boost sales.
If your café isn’t so well positioned your store
front and signage have to work harder to get
people through the door. Of course, outdoor
seating may do the same job. Being noticed is important as it leads to curiosity and it’s at this point
that a customer will make a decision whether to
enter your café or not.
Positioning the coffee machine at the front of
the store as it says this coffee purchase will be
quick and easy. Additionally, before even entering
the café, customers can smell the coffee and see
the barista in action.
The design of the seating, especially the choice
of outdoor seating, helps your café seem inviting

to your target market.
Product: Needless to say, your product is the
most important factor to the customer, but intelligent design can present it to the best advantage.
Well-presented displays should be located as
near to the cash register as possible to encourage
impulse purchases, or be displayed in another
highly visible location such as the window or on a
communal table.
Often overlooked, the design of the menu
helps get the customer excited about your food
or drink offering. A badly designed menu with a
poor layout, font or paper stock is usually a strong
indicator of what’s happening in the kitchen so
you need to make sure these things are done well
as they’re a taste of what’s to come, so to speak.
Price: Price is a major factor and a category that
includes most people these days. Design can’t
define the price, but it can help communicate the
value.
Breakfast at Orto Trading, a café in the Sydney
suburb of Surry Hills, can set you back $30 if you
don’t look out or at least order well. However, the
moment you set foot into the light, airy interiors
with its glorified farm-chic aesthetic, you know
you’re in for a quality experience and you expect
to pay a premium for that. You’re paying for the
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customer trust.
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